Environmental Law: EOH 2104 Introduction to Environmental & Occupational Health Law  
Spring Term, 2094  
Tuesdays & Thursdays  
2:30 - 4:20 pm, Room G-18 Law School

Course Instructors: Professor Emily A. Collins, Conrad Daniel Volz, DrPH, MPH

Course Evaluation for GSPH Students: This course will be both didactic and practical in nature and will require meetings both in class time and outside of class. Students will be graded on their commitment to their team and specific environmental law project by the following:

1. Attendance and participation in scheduled classes - 25%.

2. Written technical assistance given to your team in general support of the project and the specific environmental law theory used in your case - 50% (All GSPH students will hand into Dr. Volz a copy of all information that they deliver to their team over the course of the semester, including technical reports, case file reviews and literature reviews).

3. Performance of the GSPH student in mock trials and interviews as a technical expert in the environmental field that the case is in. Both Professor Collins and I will judge this from the point of view of - did the student conduct themselves in the formal setting as instructed in class and was the student’s preparation adequate and also was testimony delivery technically accurate and persuasive - 25%

A letter grade A, B, C, D or F will be given for this course. This course is required for the Risk Assessment Certificate Program and must be passed with a grade B or better to count toward the Environmental Law requirement of this certificate program.